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Abstract

The babble size distrib니tion is critical information to understand sound propagation and ambient noise in the ocean. To 

estimate the bubble size distribution in a b나b비y water, the sound attenuation has been only used in the conventional 

acoustic bubble sizing method without considering the sound speed variation. However, the efTect of the sound speed vari- 

ation in bubbly water cannot be neglected because of its compressibility variation. The sound attenuation is also affected 

by the sound speed variation. In this paper, a(oherent acoustic bubble sizing inverse technique is introduced as a new 

babble sizing technique with considering sound speed variation as w이 1 as the sound attenuation. This coherent sizing 

method is theoretically verified with the bubble distribution functions of single-size, Gaussian, and power-law functions. Its

mjmerieal test results with the coherent acoustic bubble 

distributions.

T . Introduction

Bubbles arc very efficient so니nd sources and scatterers 

in water. 1 he bubbles in the ocean can resonate radiate 

and reradiate so니nds at their individual or collective res

onance frequencies [1, 2|. One size bubble has one reson

ance frequency. The bubble size distribution a nd void 

fraction of bubbly water are important parameters to 

understand sound propagation and acoustic roles of bubbles 

in the ocean.

The acoustic bubble sizing techniques with so니nd 

attenuation in bubbly water were investigated by Clay 

and Mcdwin [3, 4] and many other researchers [5-13] 

based on a bubble resonance theory. They used the 

attenuation information of sound through bubb!y water 

in order to get bubble size distribution because 냐nd is 

strongly attenuated at individual resonance frequencies of 

bubbles. In their works the sound attenuation was deter

mined from the extinction cross section of bubbles with

out considering the sound speed variation in the bubbly 

water. However, the bubbly water is generally \cry dis

persive for sound waves because of its compressibility 

variation and so나nd attenuation. The compressibility

sizing method show good agreement with the given bubble 

variation implies the sound speed variation. The sound 

attenuation depends not only on the damping mechanisms 

but also on the sound speed variation of the bubbly 

water. Commander et al. [12, 13] theoretically calculated 

the off-rcsonatice contributions to acoustic bubble sizing 

with sound attenuation, but coherency between phase 

speed and attenuation of sound waves was not con

sidered. The off-resonance contrib니lion is to consider the 

attenuation effect at near resonance frequency. Such con

ventional acoustic inverse method is referred as the uinco- 

herent acoustic bubble sizing method

To represent the effect of sound speed variation due to 

bubbles, it is more feasible to use more complete 

expression of the wave number including sound speed 

information of the bubbly water. Choi et al. [14, 15] 

recently reported an inverse method for acoustic bubble 

sizing considering the sound speed variation. They used 

direct inversion of the wave number in bubbly water for 

bubble sizing estimation.

In this paper, we investigate the contribution of sound 

speed variation affected on extinction cross section of 

bubbles and used the physically induced different for

mula. Using this extinction cross section of bubbles 

including the sound speed variation, the bubble size dis

tribution can be more accurately estimated in the acouslic 

inverse method as well as the direct inversion of wave 

number. We will refer to this method as the "c아icrcnt 

acoustic bubble sizing method".
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II. Theoretical approach

1. Induction of coherent attenuation

For various-size bubbles in a bubbly water, the conven

tional sound attenuation through the bubbly water can be 

written in the following integral form：

a(w, a)=\ f o (w, a) n(a) da, (1)J a

where Q*  and "海由 are the maximum and minimum radii 

of the bubbles, respectively, and n is the bubble number 

density of radius a and ada. From reference 3 the extinc

tion cross section tr of a bubble is 응iven by

4”履(z〃，a) w
a{w'a)=GE二萨曲海口)H U， ⑵

where a is the bubble radius, c the sound speed in a pure 

water, wo the angular resonance frequency of the bubble, 

w the angular frequency of propagating sound, and d the 

thermal, viscous and radiation damping constant of the 

bubble [3].

To estimate the bubble size distribution using the con

ventional acoustic bubble sizing method, Eq. (1) is inversely 

solved. In this estimation, the sound speed variation in a 

b니bbly water is not considered. The sound attenuation a 

in Eq. (1) is referred as the "incoherent attenuation'*.  For 

sound propagation in bubbly water, the pure water so니nd 

speed c in Eq. (2) is not appropriate since the surr(시Hid

ing medium is the b니bbly water. Therefore the sound 

speed c of pure water in the right hand side of Eq. (2) 

should be replaced by Re (,c„) of the bub비y water.

The new extinction cross section with the correction 

due to the so니nd speed variation is

a) w
W' a +\d(w, a)]2 ReicJ ”

where the sound speed in l기jb이y water can be obtained 

by real part of the complex sound speed cm induced by 

dispersion relation of sound in bubbly water from appen

dix 6 of reference 3.

Thus, the coherent attenuation m can be written as

a)= a)n(a) da, (4)
J ^Min

In the following section, we will use the coherent attenu

ation to estimate the bubble size distribution by solving 

inversely Eq. (4).

The incoherent and the coherent attenuations calculated 

by Eq. (1) and (4), respectively, and the sound speed in
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Figure 1. Sound attenuation and sound speed for single-size 
bubble distribution of bubble radius 0.5 mm with the 
void fraction /； = ().001%. (:i)sound attenuations, (b) 
sound speed.
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2. Sound allcnuation and sound speed for single-size 
bubble distribution of bubble radius 0.5 mm with the 
void fraction /S = ().()1%. (a)sound 가Ucnualions, (b) 
sound speed.

bubbly mixture arc shown in Fig. 1 for single-size bubble 

distribution of bubble radius 0.5 mm for the void fraction 

of 0.001 %, where the void fraction $ is defined as the 

fraction of the total gas volume in the bubbly water vol

ume. In Fig. 1 (a), the dotted and solid lines denote 나ic 

incoherent and coherent attenuations, respectively. Both 

cases give similar results. The sound speed is shown in 

Fig. 1(b).

Figure 2 shows the ease of the void fraction of 0.01 %. 

Note that the coh아•이it attenuation is very different from 

the incoherent one, and is affected by the sound speed 

variation up to 1 1 kHz. This coherent attenuation should 

be corresponded to the experimentally observed sound 

attenuation in the bubbly water.
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2. Inverse techniq니e

The coherent attenuation of Eq. (4) can be written in a 

matrix form:

勺』“， (5)

where Aa is the radius increment between bubble radii 

and the subscript i and j represent the elements of the 

sound frequency and bubble radius, respectively. The 

bubble number density n can be estimated from Eq. (5) 

by an inverse method with the coherent attenuation am 

and the extinction cross section [16-18)：

〃 = 瑚끄 . ⑹
In this paper, the singular value decomposition (SVD) 

method [16, 17| is used. The SVD method has an advan

tage to deal properly with errors in an ill-conditioned 

problem [18], The SVD method can decompose the 

matrix Gm in Eq. (5) into

where U and VT are the orthonormal matrices and A is 

the diagonal matrix consisting of the singular values of(rm. 

Since U and VT are orthonormal, they satisfy the following 

relations：

U7U =UUT = J, VTV^VVT = J, (8)

where J is the identity matrix.

The bubble number density matrix n can be given by
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nerent and the coherent methods are applied to the void 

fractions of 0.0이 % and 0.01%, respectively.

1. Single-size bubble distribution

The bubble size distributions estimated from the inco

herent and the coherent methods for a single-size case of 

the bubble radius of 0.5 mm with the void fraction of 

0.001 % are shown in Fig. 3. The bubble radius is in the 

range from 25 m to 1 mm with the incremental radius 

step of Aa — 25 pm. its corresponding resonance frequency 

is in the range from 130 kHz to 3 kHz. The histogram is 

the given bubble distribution, the symbol X denotes the 

incoherent acoustic bubble sizing case, and the symbol • 

indicates the coherent one. Even for a very low void fFac

tion with 0.001 % as 아lown in Fig. 3, the coherent
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Figure 3. Bubble size distributions estimated by the incoherent 
and the coherent methods for a single-size distribution 
of the bubble radius 0.5 mm with the void fraction of 
0.001%.

勺=匕",.湼5无. (9)

Since the coherent attenuation am includes the effect of 

sound speed variation, the estimated bubble size distri

bution from Eq. (9) also in이udes its effect. Therefore, the 

bubble number density estimated from Eq. (9) will be 

more realistic correct solution.

HI. Numerical estimation of bubble size dis
tribution using coherent acoustic bubble 
sizing method
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To test the conventional incoherent and the present 

coherent acoustic bubble sizing methods, three cases of 

bubble distribution were chosen: single-size, Gaussian and 

power-law functions. In each distribution, both the inco

Figure 4. Bubble size distributions estimated by the incoherent 
and the coherent methods for a single-size distribution 
of the bubble radius 0.5 mm with the void fraction of 
0.01%.
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method shows good agreement with the given bubble dis

tribution, but the incoherent method does not represent it 

because the incoherent estimation does not consider the 

sound speed variation as shown in Fig. (lb).

Figure 4 shows the bubble size distributions estimated 

by the incoherent and the coherent methods for the given 

single-size bubble distribution with the void fraction of 

0.01%. The coherent sizing method shows almost pcH'e니 

agreement with the given bubble distrih니lion. F?or the 

void fraction 0.01%, the incoherent method brings much 

more errors from the given b니bble distribution for the 

low void fraction 0.001 %. There arc more discrepancies 

at small size bubbles than at large ones in the incoherent 

method. The incoherent estimation errors a re in the range 

from 0.3 mm to 0.5 mm of bubble radius. They cortc- 

spond to the bubble resonance frequcncies f'n이]】 11 kHz 

to 6 kHz, which appear the frequencies as the difference 

between the incoherent and the coherent attenuations due 

to the sound spec<| vanation shown in Fig. 2. The esti

mation errors in the incoherent m나hod arc mainly due to 

the sound speed variation. Such sound speed variation 

strongly depends on the void fraction.

2. Ga니ssian bubble distrib니tion

For a Gaussian (nibble distribution the bubble num her 

density function is given by

r (a-a!t)2 
exp — V -

1 2,「
/ 1

径 (") 드

、/ & 4
(10)

where a is the bubble radius, a0 is mean bubble radius at 

the maximum peak in the given Ciaussian distribution 

and 〃 is arbitrary constant.
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Figure 5. Bubble size distributions estimated by 나ic incohcreiii 
and the coherent methods for a Gaussian bubble dis
tribution with the void fraction of 0.001 %.
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Figure 6. Bubble size distributions estimated by lhe incoherent 
and I l ie cohcrenl methods for a Gaussian bubble dis- 
tribiilion with 나ic void fraction of 0.01%.

For a Gaussian bubble distribution of mean b니bble 

radius at 0.5 mm with the void fraction of 0.001 %, the 

bubble size distributions estimated by the incoherent and 

?he coherent methods a re shown in Fig. 5. For very low 

void fraction with ().001 %, the incoherent method 나lows 

reasonable agreement to the given bubble distribution 

while the coherent method almost perfectly estimates the 

given distribution. For the void fraction of ().01%, the 

sound speed variation is large, and the coherent attenu

ation is affected by the sound speed variation. As shown 

hi Fig. 6, the coherent sizing estimations ( • ) show much 

better agieemcnt with the given bubble distribution than 

the incoherent ones (X). The peak of the incoherent 

bubble sizing estimation shifts to the smaller size bubble 

region「"her than that of the given bubble distribution 

(bar). Such errors a re also due to the ignorance of sound 

speed variation elTecl.

3- Power-law bubble distribution

I;or a power law bubble distribution, the bubble num

ber densily function is given by

(11)

where the constant value of b is experimentally given as 

3.7 for ocean surface bubble distribution [19].

Figure 1 shows the bubble size distributions estimated 

by the incoherent and the coherent methods for a power-law 

bubble distribution with the void fraction of 0.001 %. In 

this very low void fraction, the incoherent and the coher

ent methods show similar results bcca나se of the small 

variation of sound speed. However, for the void fraction 

of ().01 % as shown in Fig. S, the coherent sizing estimations
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7. Bubble size distributions estimated by the incoherent 
and the coherent methods for a power-law bubble dis
tribution with the void fraction of 0.001 %.
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Figure 8- Bubble size distributions estimated by the incoherent 
and the coherent methods for a power-law bubble dis
tribution with the void fraction of 0.01%.

(• ) give much better agreement with the given bubble 

distribution than the incoherent ones (X). Note that the 

bubble number density in the ordinate in Fig. 7 and 8 are 

logarithmic scales. In Fig. 8, the incoherent estimalion of 

the bubble number density in a 25 m radius increment is 

1.6x 105 and the coherent one is 8.4x101 while the given 

density is 8.3x 104 [cm-1 1- In the incoherent esti

mation there are many errors in the smaller bubbles 

rather than the larger ones.

IV. Conclusions

To estimate more accurately the bubble number density 

in water, a coherent acoustic bubble sizing technique was 

developed. The effect of sound speed variation cannot be 

neglected in acoustic bubble sizing techniques for bubbly 

water. The sound attenuation measurements are also 

influenced by the sound speed variation in bubbly water. 

The sound speed variation as well as the sound attenu

ation were considered in the coherent acoustic bubble 

sizing method while the incoherent acoustic bubble sizing 

method is only based on the sound attenuation infor

mation. In the coherent method, the coherent attenuation 

was adopted, where the coherent attenuation can be given 

from the extinction cross section considering the so니nd 

speed in the bubbly water rather than that in a pure 

water. The numerical test「cs니ts for the given three 

bubble distributions of single-size, Gaussian, and power-law 

functions show that the coherent method gave much 

accurate estimations than the incoherent ones, and can be 

a very powerful tool to estimate the bubble size distri

bution in water.

In the ocean it might be difficult to measure simul

taneously the sound speed and sound attenuation in a 

bubbly water for many different frequencies. Such restrictions 

make the underdetennined system in the SVD method 

|18|. Application of the coherent inverse method to an 

니ndcrdetemiined system with fewer data of sound speed 

and sound attenuation demands further study in future.
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